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E d i t o r i a l

To mark the turn of the millennium, Steiner
E d u c a t i o n a s k s : W h a t o f a l l W a l d o r f ' s
achievements might it celebrate as it looks back
from the present to its origin in 1919? While there
may be several answers to this, something for
which Waldorf is widely recognised is the part
that art plays within the education. Here we are
not commenting on the sometimes prevalent
notion that sees Waldorf as a form of education
that champions art at the expense of, say, maths
and science: for a look at i ts science-r ich
curriculum and its 'results' in those subjects is
impressive enough to question such an
assumption. Rather are we taking the positive
side of its artistic reputation as fact—that that is
how Waldorf is seen: creative and imaginative. At
the same time, we must recognise that our means
are limited. Being a periodical, we have no
recourse to an exhibition hall to show Waldorf's
achievements in modelling or sculpture; we have
no stage to put on a Waldorf eurythmy
demonstration, no theatre for drama or the other
performing arts etc. But given the generous space
devoted by Steiner Education in its present
format to illustrating pupils' work, we feel that
colour in art and in life is the best point of focus.
We even anticipate that both numbers scheduled
for 1999 will be required to do the subject
reasonable justice.

Even then, we are forced to be selective. As a
backdrop, there is Steiner's contribution to
colour in human life in general (as contrasted
with that of some of his contemporaries)
following his view through to its implications for
education. On the educational scene itself are
several 'actors': painting in teacher training, the
colour of the classroom walls and its supportive
effect on child development, the importance of
colours in and at the threshold of adolescence,
that most colourful of all stages of 'growing up'
and, conversely, how the teacher of the
adolescent can be helped to see what colours in
each Upper School year the adolescent is
presenting for his or her palette of methodology.

We also look at Waldorf within the framework of
life; not merely teacher training and the
classroom. Finally, using the education as a kind
of biographical litmus paper, we dip into the
professional life of a former pupil, and follow the
direction in which her research has taken her, via
the English National Opera, into colour as a
means for interpreting Shakespeare.

There are still many themes to take up in the
next issue, all of which will bring us to the year
2000 itself, when we shall turn from celebrating
Waldor f ach ievements i n co lou r and look
towards the unknown by addressing the
question: In what ways does the education
prepare for life?

B . M .

Treasurer: Bon Voyage!

Steiner Education wishes to inform readers
that its 'treasury' is changing hands. Daniel
Bryan has given the journal loyal service for
seven years. He took over from his
predecessor when we were publishing the
issue on Money—remarkable synchronicity.
But the 'test of fate' has certainly payed off!
His term of office has included mile-stones in
the journal's history such as the Change of
T i t l e a n d t h e l a u n c h o f t h e s e r i e s S t e i n e r
Education Monographs (the second of these
being advertised in this issue: see page 38).
We all wish to express our deep appreciation
for Daniel's efficiency, initiative, unfailing
good-humour and care; and we wish him well
for his next steps in life. His position is being
taken over by Karin Bernard.

W e a s k a l l s u b s c r i b e r s t o c o n t i n u e t o
address all correspondence that concerns the
treasurer as formerly to: Steiner Education,
Kidbrooke Park, Forest Row, Sussex RH18
5 H P U K .

The Mystery of Water Colour
by CATHERINE VAN ALPHEN

We live in a wonderful world of colour. Some and power, while green must be restful and
people are open and sensitive to it, while others soothing. Here nature is our teacher and if we
live quite unaware of its magic and mystery. A observe her closely and follow her faithfully, she
few turn to painting, desiring to capture the will show us the way. But nature lies within us as
experience of the moment on paper. That artist well as without, so we must learn to observe and
lies within each one of us, but how to find the trust our feelings to develop our aesthetic
'Open Sesame' that will release our hidden judgment as well as our eye. We must learn to
creativity, and even genius, is an eternal question. paint out of a true feeling of each colour that will
Are the secrets of art the property of the lucky few guide us into the appropriate movement and
or are there laws to be discovered and followed? deeper into the discovery of its essence.

Look at the sunrise with its change from dull How do we create movement in colour? By
shadowy greyness to the abundance of colour. learning to take away and, lighten colour at the
See the dramatic leap into brilliant gold as the sun edges, it begins to glow and shine. By also
surges over the dark battlements of earth and intensifying the depth and darkness in the colour,
cloud. Though every day is different, our soul still we build up the tension or movement between
lifts in joy, taking breath as in a new birth. In the light and dark that makes it come alive. Then we
tension between dark and light, in the movement can develop more and more subtlety of tone by
of the colours, we experience e-motion, a release blending in other colours so that we have a myriad
of feeling. Can we recreate this colour experience rich and beautiful qualities of colour on our page,
us ing water co lours on wet paper? But every pa in t ing as a whole must move

The key lies in the movement of the colours. If between light and dark with a focus of light that
we try to create movement by using lines flowing leads us towards the most important area or object
in various directions, our picture becomes very of our picture. We must constantly ask ourselves
lively, even agitated and we experience much questions. Where must the painting become
energy or will. If we create many forms in darker? Where must it become light? Where are
different colours, the picture becomes quite static the colours flat and boring? Where are they alive?
and 'thought-out'. By dabbing and spreading Do they express the mood we want to create?
colour over the surface of the paper, allowing it to what mood is being created? We are building up a
flow and meet and blend with other colours, we dialogue between the painting and ourselves
experience the realm of our feelings. This is the because the paint flows freely as if it has a will of
movement we are looking for. Now we have to its own. We can direct and control it to a certain
develop our skill in controlling the flow of the extent depending on our skill, but in fact the
paint, the balance between wet and dry. painting can develop a quality of 'being' far

It is very possible to have a painting with pretty beyond our conscious contriving if we learn to
colours where yellow, blue, red and green all have work in this way. We are learning to draw on the
the same tones. But each colour has an individual faculties of imagination and inspiration to guide
quality to be expressed. Yellow must be full of us. In the beginning we may need a teacher to ask
light so that it radiates joy, while blue needs the and even answer these questions, but eventually
depth of quietness or a sweep of sadness. Red we must become self-reliant and answer them
must be direct and intense to express its energy ourselves. By painting studies in one, two or three
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unconsoling and inditferent to the struggle of
transfomiation that is taking place within him.
Suddenly for him the harmonious days of his
childhood are gone; no longer is his life full of
sunshine; no longer does he see his parents or his
teachers as the infallible, all- seeing, all-knowing
lights of his life. The spell of childhood is broken,
he feels lonely and confused, cast out into the
world of man with all its strengths and
weaknesses. It is at this point in his development
that one introduces through art the conflict of his
inner situation, the conflict of light and darkness.

For the fifteen year-old, the drama of light and
darkness provides the ground for artistic
experience. With charcoal in hand the pupil
embarks on his first drawing; and with controlled,
deliberate strokes proceeds to darken the white
surface of his paper. Slowly he builds up areas of
shading, intensifying its strength, and as he does
so, these darker areas call forth the lighter
e l e m e n t s o f t h e s u r f a c e i n t o a d r a m a t i c
confrontation. The teacher encourages him to
explore further; gradually the pupil realises that
not only skill in handling the charcoal is
necessary, but also deliberation and decision is
called upon if he is to maintain a balance between
these two opposing forces. With lighter strokes
the shading is carefully extended; the pupil
begins to allow the darker and lighter areas to
blend together, thus producing intermediary
tones of grey. On stepping back from the surface
he is able to absorb the total effect, one of
complete balance. Inwardly the pupil feels a
certain satisfaction with what he has achieved.

From this balanced composition to the next
exercise, where the teacher can present the pupil
with a different problem, to allow the darker areas
to cover most of the surface, only allowing the
penetration of small shafts of light. Instantly the
pupil is thrown into an extreme situation, where
the pervading darkness evokes a mood of
melancholy, solitude and almost hopeless
despair; he feels its constricting power give way
to rising tensions. The mood is set. The dim light
suggests a form here and there, adding an element
of mystery and haunting excitement to the picture
as the dramatic possibilities of light and darkness
are revealed.

Through his outer creative efforts the

adolescent provides the balance for his inner
torments and struggles. The skills of crafts such
as joinery, basketry weaving, modelling and
pottery, when practised, encourage his sense of
symmetry, structure and balance. The image one
is working with as a teacher, is that of the ideal,
harmonious human being, the picture of which
emerges in a study of Renaissance Art. The great
works of Leonardo, Michelangelo and Raphael
are discussed with the pupils, through which the
teacher leads them to an experience of the divine
status of man—Man of whom the sculptor
Michelangelo had this to say; "He who made the
whole made every part; then from the whole
chose the most beautiful, to reveal on earth, as He
has done here and now in His own sublime
perfections. The human figure is the particular
form in which beauty is most clearly manifested."

The Godlike image of man—this was the ideal
for Michelangelo. It would seem that in the
present day, when there is much talk in schools of
the need for sex education where often only the
mechanics of the subject are described, the young
person is deprived of the real needs of his inner
nature which cries out for a true, all-embracing
ideal picture of man. Here art can play its role, to
instruct, inspire and reaffirm the spiritual origins
of man's existence. Art challenges the image that
we receive of man today, man as an economic
pawn, conditioned by his environment, a victim
of mass media, driven and dictated to by his
desires and external circumstances. The
challenge is one which must be taken up by the
teacher if he is to see beyond behaviour problems
of the adolescent to the young man who yearns to
experience the 'sublime perfections' of his own
inner nature.

The initial turmoil of puberty slowly gives way
to a more settled period at the age of sixteen when
the pupil gradually comes to grips with the
dichotomy of his situation. He now looks out to
his fellow men; hence he moves into a more social
realm where his experience becomes one which
leads him into a more conscious appreciation and
understanding of the world.

The previous lessons in light and darkness can
now be developed by the teacher towards
appreciation of layout and composition. The
sixteen year-old is invariably keen to gain an

understanding of the basic elements of design-
such things as poster-making, still-lifes, lino cuts
from drawings which have been made from a
direct study of nature, for within nature's
rhythms the pupil will find the force of growth
and inspiration for his compositions. Still-life
drawings help the pupil to understand the
relationship between objects and the way in
which the light affects their surfaces. The texture
and quality (whether an object be hard, soft,
rough, smooth etc.) each demands from him a
different approach, a different solution within the
context of the whole composition. Poster-making
requires a more graphic approach; sketches can
be made, a process of selection gone through
before the right combination of forms is found for
the design. This process encourages the pupil to
bring about order in his own thinking, a type of
thinking that encourages a fresh approach to each
task and refrains from falling back on old
solutions for new problems. Through this work
also a real social sense can arise, particularly in
discussions where a give and take—and
sometimes the courage to sacrifice one's own
treasured opinions—are necessary. A sense of
direction can be grasped and a feeling for the
rightness and value of his own contribution to the
whole. A grand social design emerges in which
each individual makes his contribution, plays his
part. The pupil moves towards a sense of the
artistic in the social realm.

Romanticism heralds the arrival of the pupil
into his seventeenth year. Through art the pupil
seeks to discover the world of the Spirit in nature.
The teacher looks towards the Romantic poets
and painters who strove to experience a mystical
union with nature. Constable, Blake and Turner
are the three great painters of this period;
Constable with his often repeated studies of his
native landscape of Dedham in which he
experienced the presence of the Christ-being;
Turner with his 'Golden Visions', surfaces of
colour dissolved to re-unite in the hearts of men;
Blake with his sureness of line and vision which
depict clear forms of classical figures, figures
carrying the seed of 'poetic genius'. All three
journeyed along different paths, all three sought
to unite themselves with the undying, creative
spirit which lives in nature and man.

The Spirit of Romanticism is an integral part of
the inner life of the sixteen/seventeen year-old
pupil. His is a journey towards the realisation of
the Self, to an experience of the divine workings
of Spirit which makes each man unique, which
inspires each to take his particular or individual
path in life.

Colour can be re-discovered at this stage,
having been put aside during the previous two
years; it should be introduced as a language,
language which has its basis in the moods it
creates. Colour as it appears in the landscape
changes throughout the year from the blues, black
and greys of winter, giving way to the greens and
yellows of spring and summer and finally to the
autumnal months which fade in a blaze of
oranges, golds and reds. Each period of the year
has its special appeal not only to the senses, but
also to the developing life of the soul. A breathing
takes place between man and nature: just as
nature contracts and expands in its eternal
process of recreation, so does man when he
passes through the cycle of the year, from the
outer physical activities of the summer months to
an inner contemplative life of the winter time. A
similar experience can be gained from the realm
of colour; in reds, yellows and oranges one can
feel the stimulus for action, warmth, expansion,
which in the painted surface can also give
expression to feelings of joy, passion and wrath.
On the opposite scale of blues and violets, the
experience is one which calls forth action of a
different kind: one is drawn out into distant
reaches, but the mood is also one of inner calm, of
self-searching. A new perspective emerges, one
which springs from the activity of the colour
itself, warm colours increasing in energy as they
radiate towards us, while the colder colours
recede into the distance. With these experiences
the pupil begins to create of his own experience,
not merely copying outer physical phenomena,
relegating colour to a secondary descriptive role,
but rather arriving at his content through an inner
living relationship which exists between himself,
colour and nature.

Finally, at the age of eighteen, we pause for a
moment and look back on the path we have
travelled. Memories of his past experiences in his
life and education fill the pupil; this is to be his
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final yciir of schooling and he now stands on a
threshold between school and life itself. It is with
mixed feelings that he looks fonvard to his new
life of independence, feelings which contain a
slight fi)reboding. From the harmonious pictures
of the Renaissance to the struggles experienced
by the 20th century painters Van Gogh. Cezanne.
Gauguin; all three felt isolated in a modem
technological civilisation which had lost its sense
of human values. Man's imagination had become
stilled by his external success in harnessing the
forces of nature, and he began to feel himself
isolated, rootless, an outcast in his own society,
the appendage of some unwieldy machine. It was
for these reasons that all three painters shunned
the modern fashionable society of Paris in the
1880s. to seek for a new set of values in nature and
in its inleipretation: Van Gogh in his search for
the "Peasant of all peasants'. Cezanne with his
geometric inierpreialion of nature saw himself as
the "primitive of the new way', Gauguin who took
from nature by 'dreaming about it'. 'Dream and
then just go ahead and paint." All these sought for
a new beginning; all three felt themselves to be
prophets of a new age.

The pupil at this stage will also feel himself to
be entering a new phase of his development and it
is out of the spirit and the thinking of the late 19lh,
early 20th century that one works, as a teacher,
realising that in his arti.stic development the pupil
has now reached the colour experiences of his
first year at school but now through his fully
awakened consc iousness .

To present to the individual, an individual and
unique view of the world, the pupil is encouraged
to see the world through the eyes of the
Impressionists; to see in their pictures an attempt
to capture the ever-changing appearance of light
upon surfaces in nature. Objectivity was all-
important to the Impressionists, and their
paintings sought to express the total experience
of the changing face of nature throughout the
course of a day. Monet's series of the Haystack
and Rouen Cathedral are good examples of this.
The pupil, with background guidance from the
teacher, begins to deepen his knowledge of
painting through a study of various techniques,
using the knowledge of colour and composition
he has gained in previous lessons to explore the
modem concepts of man and nature. His ability to

think more analytically is brought into play, not
simply in order that he becomes clever at
directing opinion, buttoenable him to strengthen
and consolidate hi.s own position in life through
an understanding of what is trying to express
itself in ntodem painting. Through this study of
contemporary artistic problems the pupil can
become a true man of his times, not conditioned
to think in this way or that, or to be swayed by
popular opinion, but someone who can svork out
of the unique forces of his own individuality
while at the same time yearning to recognise in
others what lives within himself, the mysterious
workings of the Spirit which reveals the origin of
al l men.

"Yearning for indivisible being, liberation
from the sensory illusion of ourephemeral life;
this is the state of mind at the bottom of all art.
Its great goal is to dissolve the whole system of
our partial sensations, to disclo.se an unearthly
being that dwells behind all things, to shatter
the mirroroflife to behold being." Frrmc/Vfi/rc.

Ted Roberts is artist, designer and art teacher at
M i c h a e l H a l l .

Back Numbers o f 'S le iner Educat ion ' and

(as formerly) 'Child and Man'
Price £1.50 {postfree in the UK) from the
Secretaiy, Steiner Education. The Sprig.
Ashdown Road. Forest Row. East Sii.t.sex. RHIR
5 B N

Vol. 32 No. 1 Movement
Vol. 31 No. 2 Ethics
Vol.31 No. 1 Imagination
Vol. 30 No. 2 Language
Vo l . 2 9 N o . 1 G e n d e r

Vo l . 2 7 N o . 1 F e s t i v a l s

Vol. 26 No. 2 Europe
Vol. 26 No. 1 Money
V o l . 2 4 N o . 2 Te e t h

Vol. 24 No. 1 TeacherTraining
Vol. 23 No. 2Twelvefoldness
Vol. 22 No. 2 Non-Denominational Religion
Vol. 20 No. 2 Educating Social Awareness

The July 1998 Issue: Vol. 32 No. 2 Literacy
i s s t i l l a v a i l a b l e t o n e w s u b s c r i b e r s .

Above: The re-emergence of colour—a water colour by a 15/16 year-old. Below: Ai externally in the winter 560.100.
.10, through painting, the wintry .loul mood of blue i.i enlivened with the glowing warmth of.iunri.ie—a water colour h\
a 16/17 year-old.
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Time to Add Something Yellow?
Recollecting painting lessons at school

by AMY MACGREGOR

As a result of being an ex-pupil at Michael Hall where arose a delicate feeling of sorrow. Once
some 17 years ago, I was approached by again that guiding voice sounded in my ear:
Education and asked whether I would write an "Time to bring in some yellowT I took heed,
article about my past experience of art lessons Rather like the effect of the meeting that green
with Ted Roberts during my years in the Upper had with red, in as much as it prevented an
School. I made no promises but offered to have a overwhelming reaction, I was rescued from the
go, wondering if it would be possible to delve so possibility of drowning in that sorrow by
deeply into the recesses of my mind. applying golden yellow. With glorious radiance,

So taking time to ponder one quiet evening yellow shone above and around the purple:
shortly after this request, I was surprised to find resurrectional—and entirely complementary,
that, with little effort, certain memories came I recollect with some amusement the occasion
flooding back as though it were yesterday. when asked to paint a picture with Prussian-blue

Standing before an easel on which was set a and lemon-yellow—a colour combination that Ivast expanse of stretched white paper, I recollect feel somewhat uncomfortable with to this day
the feeling of urgent intensity as I applied red, (Turner's stunning sea-scapes being an exception
Vivid, powerful shades ofvermilion and crimson to the rule). I wasted no time in voicing my
surged over the white surface, like fierce hot opinion; it was one of utter distaste, and I flatly
volcanic lava rushing across a snow-covered refused to have any part in bringing these two
mountain-side. With teeth clenched andjaw set, I colours together. A look of absolute disbelief
applied yellow: and out of the reds, bright and filled the face of my teacher. This look, it
bold fiery hues of orange leapt forth. Just as I transpired, was not in fact caused by my refusal to
thought that I could burst into flames myself, a cooperate, but because he found it incredulous
quiet voice behind me suggested that I bring in that I or anyone else did not hold the same passion
some green. Like a mouthful of rich melting as he for this colour combination. With slight
chocolate, thick, heavy, yet beautiful, sombre embarrassment I suddenly realised that I was
tones of green placated red at once. Soft and treading on dangerous ground, having recently
velvety-bluish greens restored my soul to calm, seen a number of 'Ted Roberts' (Prussian-blue
whilst the flesh and vibrant yellow-greens brought and lemon-yellow being their predominant
new hopes and a welcome sense of vitality. feature), gracing the walls of many a Forest Row

Another day brought about quite a different 'salon',
feeling as I ventured into the heavenly realm of Hard as I try, I can't remember whether or not I
purple. With the mixing of ultramarine-blue and eventually embarked on a journey of the above-
crimson on palette and paper—again a huge sheet mentioned colours. But re-living the soul
that allowed much room for expression and experience of the other paintings has been quite
exploration—the loveliest purples emerged: something; so, thank you Ted for your role as
sumptuous, deep dark indigo fading away to facilitator to a process for expression which lives
delicate gentle violet, creating in my soul a state so strongly in the adolescent soul,
of absolute peace and serenity. It were as though
the purples that I beheld upon the paper, imbued Amy MacGregor, a fanner pupil, now has a
themselves into me, and tenderly wove a family of four children who are attending Perry
beautiful, protective shroud around my heart. Court School near Canterbury.

The Necessity for a New Moral
Approach to Education in the
Age of IT
byUWEBUERMANN
In recent years, with ever increasing speed, personality, in that one cannot escape from
computers have become an important bestimm- having to eat and sleep and sometimes being ill.
edne factor in our lives. Many people who Slowly, by degrees, these 'patients' lose the
thought a few years ago that they would never ability to maintain real social contact because in
have anything to do with computers now feel that real meetings they cannot hide aspects of their
they must come to terms with them, confront the personality which they can readily deny in
reality that they represent in modem life. But for cyberspace and will not admit to. They prefer the
every individual it is ever more difficult to decide anonymity of the internet because they can
whether this confrontation, this coming to grips, conclude any contact there at any time, leave 'the
is really necessary or merely a suggestion, forced space' there in which they find themselves, break
upon us by the computer industry. Meanwhile, on away, break off any 'conversation'.
all sides, there is pressure for our children to have A further point for critical analysis is the
access to computers as early as possible. The question ofthewort/iofthe information acquired
number of learning programmes for children is on the computer. Much more important than pure
ever increasing, and in some countries children information is the linking up of one piece of
leam only on the computer from the first class information with all the other collected pieces of
onwards via 'test programmes'. Now, however, information, the co-ordination and synthesising
slowly, a few researchers are occupying themselves of the pieces of information collected. But the
with the reverse side of the coin, questioning this ability to do this cannot be learned on the internet,
intrusion of the computer into human lives—and. Here is made apparent the great error of our time
in particular, into the hitherto comparatively which is the root of everything in our age: every-
unquestioned assumption that it should become body who recommends computers in pedagogy
an integral part of the development of children. overlooks the most important abilities necessary

The starting point for this in many cases is to deal with the new medium. Such people forget
the preoccupation with the phenomenon of the that this ability cannot be gained on the computer,
personality spilt resulting from self-chosen involve- This may seem obvious to someone who only
ment in the internet. In the USA the symptom came into contact with computers in later years
of split personality is already recognised as an life, but, when the following generation is
illness. The patient has at least four different confronted with a computer—^i.e. before such
personalities in chat boxes or MUD (multi users ability has been developed—the danger will arise
dungeons/domains) of which two belong to the that they are powerless to develop the necessary
opposite sex. These patients on average spend 80 abilities for a healthy relationship with it.
hours per week in cyberspace experiencing their In the face of this situation, Waldorf pedagogy, as
physical personality only as another window. developed by Rudolf Steiner, gains new significance.
When they talk about everyday l i fe they One of the expressed aims of Waldorf
designate it RL (real life) in comparison with VL pedagogy—perhaps the key to all its other
(virtual life). Everyday life becomes increasingly
experienced as a burden in contrast to the virtual Continued on page 14
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Above and opposite above:
A colour exercise—yellow and blue in dialogue—interpreted as a woodland scene by four fifteen year-
olds, revealing, through the subtleties of the colour language used, the contrasting nature of each
adolescenfs inner landscape.

Below: The work of students (.see also front cover) at the Centre for Creative Education, Cape Town
(see article on pages 3/4).
Blue, in colour perspective, showing the technique of taking away' (p. 12).
The radiance of yellow enhanced through contrast by the deep, enfolding nature of blue (p. 13).
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Continued from page 11

aims—is to educate the child to become a 'free
human being'. This means to strengthen tlie
personality, endowing it with a sound power of
judgment so that all those concerned can
evaluate, translate, assess for themselves (in the
context of our present consideration) the
fragments of infonnation obtained from cyberspace.
In order to reach this goal each one will need real
experiences that are characterised by the fact that
the consequences of any action are experienced
and evaluated. This is in strong contrast with
the experiences in cyberspace, whose overriding
characteristic is that they seemingly have no
binding consequences. Such an attitude of mind
seeps in already with computer games. One can
at any time reverse actions as if they had
never happened — 'undo' is the usual
command—without having to deal with the
c o n s e q u e n c e s .

If a person has the necessary inner maturity, it
can be extremely helpful to play through various
'actions' in simulated conditions, and have to
deal with the results, but if the personality is not
strong enough, life in cyberspace quickly
becomes a drug. Not only is the personality not
strengthened any further but it is liable to fall
apart into different, self-chosen personalities. So
we must take care that succeeding generations
can develop all the capabilities necessary to stand
against this illness. Hence, it is necessary to offer
children a wide variety of experiences to school
their senses and make possible for them a moral
foundat ion for their act ions in both the real and
the v i r tua l wor ld .

Practical suggestions for computer teaching
i n Wa l d o r f s c h o o l s
W h e n w e l o o k a t t h e c u r r i c u l u m o f a Wa l d o r f

school, we see it offers a marvellous foundation
for developing the necessary faculties that the
latest developments, under discussion, in computer
media require. The aim of Waldorf pedagogy is
' educa t i on t owa rds f r eedom ' . Th i s i nc l udes t he

development of the personality and the faculty of
judgment. In this section we are not aiming at
presenting an entire curriculum, but concrete
suggestions for the introduction of the computer
as a 'theme' during lessons.

Classes One to Four
Because of the increasing number of artificial
or artificially transmitted experiences, the
schooling of the senses gains a new significance.
Real experiences in the world become ever more
important; and observation of nature should be
carried on — in nature herself, to whatever extent
this is possible. The pivotal point is in the third
class, where the building and farming main-
lessons should be emphasised by as many visits
as possible to places of work, so that the children
learn to appreciate the worth of real experiences.
Parents, in particular, should always keep being
reminded how important for children of this age
is the meeting with the real world. But these
reminders should be as concrete as possible; and
it would be desirable if the class teacher could give
the parents active encouragement for expeditions
into the neighbourhood (including possible
smaller group-visits to factories and businesses).

Further, the class teacher should take care to
imbue his descriptions with his own practical
experiences in life, emphasising the great value
of these experiences.

C l a s s F o u r
In this class is the possibility of introducing
binary logic in the context of the rhythmic part of
main-lesson, without at all mentioning the name.
You can also have finger games in conjunction
with simple arithmetic addition and subtraction.
A good starting point for this is the finger
counting method of the Chinese: every finger has
i t s o w n n u m b e r v a l u e — t h u m b = l , i n d e x
finger=2, middle finger=4, ring finger=8, and
little finger= 16. Through this method of counting
it is possible to represent amounts of up to 31 with
the fingers of one hand. Every time a finger is
extended it represents its number value. If several
fingers are extended, the sum of their values must
be reckoned. And so the number 11 is expressed
through the ring finger (8), the index finger (2)
and the thumb (I). Through this exercise binary
logic is brought into the will while, at the same
time, finger dexterity is practised. When the
children have gained a certain facility or ease
with this counting system, the second hand can be
brought into play, where the fingers have the
following values: thumb=32, index=64, middle

Continued on page 17

Experiencing Colour in Class 5
b y O R I I V R I

This short article does not pretend to give a child, for example, runs, it may seem as if he is
learned saying on the painting curriculum of held in the air as a marionette, looking for a hold
Class Five. The writer has not the necessary on the ground. After the age of eleven, the centre
perspective or pretension to deal with that. What of gravity undergoes a process of 'descent' to the
I will attempt to do is to share a certain experience muscles and bones. The adolescent feels and
with painting work I did with my class and the looks heavy. On the whole, people in our age do
thoughts that were behind it. not live naturally in this wonderful harmony

Colour and painting work influence the child's between gravity and lightness,
soul. This is known as being of immense Thisis where we can see a correlation between
significance in Waldorf education. Rudolf the experience of the eleven year-olds and that of
Steiner, as it appears in the Stockmeyer the Greeks. The Greeks lived in a beautiful
Curriculum, gave indications for the colours of balance between the spiritual spheres and the
the classroom walls according to the different age world of matter, between vivid sensual feelings
groups. These indications are given in and a direct spiritual experience. The ^Greeks
accordance with the developing consciousness of lived in a culture of art and movement that arose
the child, from the will element through feeling to out of this special balance. Here it is interesting to
the sphere of thinking. In the lower classes one note a comment made by Rudolf Steiner about the
meets with the warm colours. Class Five will be Greeks:
greenish in colour, and then in the upper classes,
the colour shades will turn colder (shades of 'The Greeks perceived certain colours
b l u e ) . d i f f e r e n t l y t h a n w e d o . . . t h e G r e e k s , a s a

The secret behind the green colour lies in its people, simply did not differentiate between
being the meeting point between the warm yellow and green; they did not perceive blue as
element (yellow is connected to class four) and a colour in the way we do; they saw everything
the cold element (blue comes in class six). One more alive, tending towards red or yellow... If
can experience the age of eleven as an archetype we judge according to our present day
of the seven years between the age of seven and experience of colour, we must say that an
fourteen. In this time the etheric body is intrinsic characteristic of the Greeks was their
emancipated and the rhythmic system is settled. blindness to blue; they also did not see the blue
Hence the indication to work with the child in nuance in green, only the yellow nuance..."
t h e s e a g e s t h r o u g h a r t a n d b e a u t y. ( M a r c h 2 0 t h , 1 9 2 0 ) .

In nature, the colour which most strongly
represents the etheric forces is green. Green is These thoughts prompted me to try and go with
always created between the warm brownish the children through ajoumey of discovering the
colours of the earth and the colder blues of the green colour for a whole term. We started with
skies. At this age, in the fifth class, the child working on the meeting of blue and yellow in
reaches a unique point of harmony between different ways. Here we could meet with the
gravity and lightness. Until then the child lives in different shades of green, the warm greens to the
its body, with its centre of gravity above the colder shades. Then we continued with forming
rhythmic system, as it were, and not yet the elements of green connected with the etheric
descended to the centre. When a very young forces in nature. We created a leaf in the meeting
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of yellow and blue, then a tree (see p. 16 right) and
a meadow between heaven and earth (see p. 16
left, below) and even a forest with trees of
different shades of green. Later on in the year,
during botany main-lesson, we moved on to
creating the whole plant in the circle of colours
between warm and cold colours, the green leaves
and stem in the centre. The journey continued
towards the more bluish greens. The Greek sea,
for instance, during history main-lesson, was
created in green shades, and we added a warm red
for the ship (see p. 16 left, above).

To conclude, it seemed as though such a
journey caused no boredom or fatigue with the
pupils. The first to tire is bound to be the teacher...

0/7 Ivri wr/.s' teaching the lessons
outlined above during the academic-

year / 995-96. The class is still under
his direction as class teacher, and viy/.?
the third class to be established in the

HardiifWaldoif School, the oldest of
three such schools in Israel.

Water colour paintings
by JI year-olds

(see article on p. 15)

Continued from page 14

linger=128, ring linger=256 and the little
finger=512. So with both hands the numbers up to
1023 can be expressed !

Class Eight
In the eighth class, various personalities are
introduced who have influenced the development
of humanity through their discoveries. Rudolf
Steiner emphasised in this context how important
i t i s t h a t t h e c h i l d r e n s h o u l d u n d e r s t a n d t h e

significance, for example, of the steam engine
and the telephone. At the foundation of the
Waldorf School in 1919 this was a very modern
idea. At the end of the century it is important to
preserve this modern principle—i.e. by bringing
it up to date. Thus, as well as the steam engine,
which the industrial revolution founded, the
invention of the computer would be described.
For every child the computer is therefore
experienced as a significant factor in our society,
whether by cash machine (one of the computer
appliances probably used by their parents), or as
part of a car. So, for instance, Konrad Zuse could
be mentioned, who developed the first computer
with binary logic in 1937; it was called theZl. A
leif motif for the choosing of biographies should
become clear to the students how new liie computer
is in the history of mankind. It would be particularly
important to emphasise that the personal computer
(PC) has only been on the market since the 80s.

Classes E leven and Twelve
From Class 11 direct computer instruction is
possible, either in the form of a main-lesson or as
an extra subject. For the .structure of computer
lessons, the following indications may be helpful.
1. Pupils should have the possibility of

understanding the processes that happen
inside a computer and so it is necessary to go
into technical details. What is a processorl
How does a hard disk work? How can one
learn how to construct software programmes
and the connection between hard and software?

2. An introduction to the various uses of the
computer, with examples of programmes,
should be given. Here, it is important to bear in
mind two points of view. On the one hand, the
pupils should lose their fear of the computer;
on the other, the que.stion must be asked how

far the individual computer applications
represent making things easier but at what
cost. I would like to clarify this last point by an
example. CAD programmes serve, among
other things, to show architects spatial repres
entations of plans. The advantage of this is that
they can be relatively quickly pre.sented and
moved around in such a way that you can see
what happens. The disadvantage of this
presentation is its sterile appearance in
comparison to artistically presented, hand-
drawn plans.

3. The pivotal point of the whole leaching must
be observation of the social consequences of
the computer. What is the relationship of
increa.sing computerisation to increasing
numbers of unemployed? The dangers of
social isolation and the endangering of
personality development throughout the
offerings of the internet (MUDs and chat
rooms). In the treatment of these themes,
direct conversation between pupils and the
teacher would be important where there is a
possibility to exchange experiences. The aim
of these conversations must be that the pupils
would understand, discover, and recognise
the dangers and weak points of this field on
their own account as self-evident.

It is clear that we are dealing here with general
indications. The condition of carrying them out is
that enough teachers come to grips with the
subject and find their way to working together.
Schools that are considering introducing computer
lessons in the Upper School should take great
care when choosing a teacher that he is fully
conscious of, has a real sense for the problematic
nature of the subject and is ready to approach it
critically but this is not to say negatively.

It would be desirable if all teachers who have

already had experience in computer instruction
could meet for common work in the form of
conferences in order to develop a common
direction and all be able to advise schools which
arc considering introduction computer teaching.

Uwe Buennann is a member of the Collegium of
the Youth Section, a teacher of anthroposophy at
the 'Forum 3' in Stuttgart and a member of the
'Media Research Circle 'of the Anthroposophical

Society in Germany.
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"Hail, many-colour'd
messenger'"
Colour for Stage Costume

by ROSWITHASPENCE

We go to the Iheulre to enjoy a play or opera for
the story that unfolds in word or song through
the movement of images presented to us,
transporting us into other realms. It is a journey of
experiences that absorb us totally so that when we
return to everyday life we are changed somehow.

All illnstralions for this article are by the author.
Opposite: A Midsummer Nights Dream

(top left) Theseus:
"The iron tongue of midnight hath told twelve,
Lovers to bed; 'lis almost fairy time."
(bottom left) Puck:
'i am feared in field and town.
Goblin lead them up and down."

enriched for having been part of an enchanted
world. Such magic is created by many different
elements all weaving in what is generally known
as the art of theatre. The unfolding story is the
golden thread linking all who work for the artistic
whole, both on stage and behind the scenes, a hive

Roswitha Spence.

(top right) Mechanicals:
"Bless thee. Bottom! Bless thee! Thou art
t r a n s l a t e d . "

(bottom right) Oberon & Titania:
"We the globe can compass soon.
Swifter than the wandering moon."

Puck: (green and red):
"I am feared in field and town.

Goblin lead them up and down.

Below: Ribbon colour exercise for Act 3:2

( a ) H e r m i a ( r e d ) : ( b ) H e l e n a ( b l u e ) :
"Out. dog! out, cur! "O spite! O hell! I see you all
Thou drivesl me past the bounds are bent
of maiden's patience." To set against me for your

m e r r i m e n t . "

itfcf'UA (auyit") PUCK C Qftfico •
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of creativity that is exciting to be part of. My task
was in the wardrobe where I was given beautiful
fabrics in jewel colours and rich textures to cut
and sew into flamboyant and exotic styles, a positive
feast of self indulgence and a beloved profession.

As onlooker, it is the style of a costume that we
are aware of first; it dictates the shape and stance
of the period in question. Less obvious is the
texture of cloth in cotton, wool or silk etc., which
enhances the movement of the actor. Colour is the
most subtle element of the three and influences us

the most deeply, revealing the moods and
temperament of the character.

There are three qualities of colour. Those we
experience closest to us as in nature through the
seasons and all the man-made items surrounding
us in daily life. These colours have a density that
can illustrate a very earthy quality of limb
activity. Take for example the group of craftsmen
in A Midsummer Nights Dream (see p. 18 top
right), sometimes known as the 'mechanicals':
their earthiness is delightful. The Tempest has a
very different earthy character in Caliban (see
p.22 bottom left) who knows the brooks and
rocks as his kingdom.

Nature also offers us the rainbow colours in a

great arch between earth and sky, in all their
radiance both bold and clean. These colours fill us

with unexpected joy and can illustrate a whole
range of emotions and feelings. The interplay of
light and substance is where Oberon and Titania
(see p. 18 bottom right) are King and Queen of
nature {Dream), and the power that Oberon is
able to wield as fairy king in Shakespeare's first
play metamorphoses, in his last play. The
Tempest, into Prospero (see p.22 right), where he
is able to rule the nature beings when he wears his
magic cloak.

Thirdly there are the pastel tones of translucent
hue at dawn or dusk when light and dark have
their dance of changing dominance. These
light-filled colours can be images of our capacity
for enlightened thinking. Theseus (see p. 18 top
left) as duke of Athens {Dream), embodies the
quality of thinking, whereas Prospero's thinking,
is made visible by Ariel (see p.22 top left) who
"comes with a thought" to do his bidding,
{Tempest).

When designing the costumes for a play my
starting point is always colour because of its
immense power. 1 then translate the chosen
colours into the different textures available in
cloth and finally research which style comes
closest to the setting of the story, where placed in
history and what quality of consciousness is
expressed. For this I have to read the play an
average of twelve to fifteen times, identifying
with one role after another, to inwardly
experience the changing situations from each
character's point of view. Only when I have a
comprehensive over-view do I daub relevant
colour splashes in a collage onto a large piece of
paper, and then seek out which character carries
which element of the whole imagination. Slowly
a picture arises which I then draw in a long ribbon
of colour mixes, each tone signifying one
character, scene by scene, until I can see the
unfolding colour pattern and confirm that it seeks
to tell the same story as the words and movements
of the play (see p. 19). In the case of the Dream,
looking at the title 1 realised that a dream is born
out of darkness and only the centre images in
focus. The title also tells us it is midsummer, but
in the text we learn it is between the old and new

moon, so the darkest moment of the shortest
night. Such detail can be a great help in mood and
colour building, and is the reason for all the
sketches to be on black paper.

Every colour has a whole array of 'languages'
encompassing both negative and positive
qualities. For example, blue can express both
loneliness and loyalty; green has a wide selection
of tones as witnessed in the greens of nature
which can illustrate anything from jealousy
and envy to a phlegmatic easygoing peace.
Yellow is much more active like a butterfly that
flits from thought to happening and on to
something else, or an inward glow of light
radiating out to all; whereas red has all the fire
from rage to love.

Pericles is a journey of love in many different
guises, from solitude, pain and anguish to hope
and joy, travelling from island to island across
the ocean. It is like a journey through the rainbow
from the blackest despair of incest (see p.23 left),
blue of loneliness, green of jealousy, yellow/gold

of triumph and marriage, orange/red of the
brothel to peach blossom/rose and lavender/
purple in the temple of Diana where Pericles is
reunited with wife and daughter (see p.23 right).

Black and white are the opposite ends of the
colour spectrum and are much worn in everyday
clothing. On stage they are more difficult to use as
the one quickly disappears and the other easily
dazzles. And yet those are so often the colours
that Hamlet wears. The darkness of his despair
engulfs and imprisons him as he seeks for the
proof of his father's murder, at a time when all
else around him is seemingly light (see p.24).
Then, when that proof is given him, he is released
and able to act, a new-bom light amidst the
encroaching darkness of the whole play (see
p.25). The interplay of black and white is starkest
in the players' scene (Act 3:2) where Hamlet's
"tongue and soul be hypocrites".

T h e r e a r e c o u n t l e s s n u a n c e s w i t h i n e a c h

colour, so I have chosen to describe the reds in a
little more detail. Red is first and foremost an

image of love and can express every kind of love
from lust in the brothel of Pericles to the purest
and highest love, in the dress of Raphael's
Madonnas. When we consider the quality of love
Mary carries in her soul, only the warmest and
purest red feels tme, enveloped in a blue cloak
like the canopy of heaven.

'Redness' ranges from deepest maroon to
lightest peach blossom. Although these would
seem to be very different colours they are closely
r e l a t e d w h e n w e l o o k a t t h e c o l o u r o f b l o o d .

Blood has the purest red of all when it is alive and
flowing from our pricked finger (as those who
sew know all too well), but when the blood dries
and dies it goes to a deep maroon close to black.
On the other hand, when healthily revealed in the
palms of our hands and the soles of our feet—
common to all peoples within the texture of the
skin colour—there the peach-blossom colour can
express an all-human quality.

Hermione in The Winters Tale (see p.26 top
left) has to endure a cmel "winter" and a kind of
death when her beloved lord and king accuses her
of adultery. Such deep sorrow is a true bleeding
and dying of the heart with only her own
knowledge of innocence as comfort and hope.

Hermione's costume we made in a deep, but
warm maroon heavy cotton velveteen cut high to
the neck and flowing to the floor with long wide
sleeves and just the inner sleeve in a rose/peach-
blossom brocade, like a hint of future hope.
Perdita (see p.26 top right) her daughter, on the
other hand, grows up in summer mood, her purity
of soul unfolding far from the darkness of her
father's court. She embodies a new dawning of
the fu tu re i n the co lou rs o f sun r i se . Pe rd i ta ' s

costume was made of a simple yellow silk dress
cut on the diagonal for a natural fitted look and a
soft rose-tinted semi-transparent over-dress for
the joyous reconciliation of family and friends.
Miranda {The Tempest) has similar colours in
which to say: "How beauteous mankind is! O
brave new world that has such people in't."

Red can be created as an imagination when
pink and orange are brought together and even
made to clash. They can illustrate a playfulness
such as is found in Maria in Twelfth Night (see
p.26 bottom left). Maria's sense of fun, is not
entirely kind to her victims so the pink is hard and
sharp, painted with dye onto a striped cotton
chintz fabric with an over-dress a solid orange of
heavy rough weave rayon. Dogberry in Much
Ado about Nothing (see p.26 bottom right) has his
reds, pinks and orange all mixed and muddled to
highlight the energy he gives to all his humorous
misuse of words. Here we randomly dye-painted
onto orange/brown pure cotton poplin. Red as
itself, between all its neighbouring shades, can be
quite difficult to use on stage because it is so
dominant, but I have seen it worn to moving
effect, with a blue shawl, by Maria in the final
scene of West Side Story.

Bringing colours together can create a whole
range of browns and greys, like an absence of
colour that arises out of an abundance of colour.
The Witches in Macbeth (see p.27) are like
substantiated fog and mist in all those tones in
unceasing movement. These costumes were
made of rough painted charcoal gowns covered in
raglike drapes of purple netting with black
splodges and messily dyed grey nylon and
random ropes and rags in similar shades.

Dyeing, painting and spraying of cloth and
finished garment is a vital part of effective
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The Tempest
(right) Prospero:
"We are such stuff as dreams are made on.
And our little life is rounded with a sleep."

(above left) Ariel:
"I drink the air before me and return
Or e'er your pulse twice beats."

(below left) Caliban:
"And I with my long nails will dig thee pignuts;

P e r i c l e s

(below): Antiochus & Daughter:
"He's father, son and husband mild,
1 mother, wife and yet his child."

(above) Pericles—
showing also the costumes of
Mar ina and Tha isa :
"No more, you Gods, your present kindness
Makes my past miseries sport."
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H a m l e t :

"Yet. I. a dull and nuiddy-melilcd rascal, peak
Like John-a-dreanis. unpregnani of my

c a u s e .

Andean say nothing."

costuming. Not only does it enhance, deepen and
highlight the colour tones required, it most
importantly ages the whole look. New costumes
stand out and catch the eye. distracting the
audience; 'well used' clothing of the whole
company fades into the background and becomes
a framework for the flow of the whole story.

Every member of the company engaged in

staging a play has talents and tasks for which they
carry i espon.sibility, but beyond their department
lie other realms with which they are less familiar
that yet affect them closely. An actor needs to
relate to the colour they are wearing so that they
can feel it around themselves like an aura. All the
intermingling of colours on stage are like auras
made visible, reaching out and touching others,
deepening the moods and movements they enact.

During my years of working with students I
found it important to involve them in the
designing process, and .so created exerci.ses to
assist the whole company find a common ground
in the visual aspect. I include some of them at the
end in case they are of interest.

Perhaps the most important aspect of theatre
art is to recognise that no component becomes a
finished work of art in its own right. When
scenery is so complete that the actor gets in the
way, or the mood of lighting such that the actor
cannot be seen, or a costume so elaborate that the
actor cannot move, the success of the play is in
jeopardy. All these pitfalls are obvious, and yet so
easy to fall into. The hive of activity in all
departments is like an elaborate orchestra, a
team-work of many different instruments that
builds to a mighty crescendo, each participant
striving for that ultimate moment that always
seems so elusive. That moment is of course the

performance when the audience is taken on the
Journey of the story, and guided through all the
depth of catharsis to the heights of fullilment
and final resolution. It is each individual human
being present who weld.s it together in their soul
and is thus the ultimate artist. This moment is
true grace. The greatest compliment I ever
received was from my mother when she said:
"Darling, the play was wonderful; I am so soiry
that I cannot remember a single thing about the
costumes!"

EXERCISES:
a) Paint as many colours as possible, each

participant a different shade, and then
invite/encoiirage/share comments on which
colour gives rise to what mood and feeling,
writing them down for future reference.

b) Tell the story of the play, stopping three to five
times at crucial moments for participants to
draw acolour collage, then display all examples
to find the commonality between them.

c) The same moments can be used for a large

group painting on a scene Hat where painters
and watchers constantly exchange places
across the distance of stage and auditorium to
see the full effect.

dj Drape fabrics onto tailors' dummies, one for
each of the leading characters, to explore not
only the qualities of the different colours, but
also how they live and move in the different
textures and shapes of draping, to leant the
'language' of cloth and style.

e) Allow participants to discover how they
move under one coloured light or another on
stage, building the colours separately from
dark to light until blending them to find the
coloured shadows.

f) Illumine all exercises with stage lighting to
see how the coloured lights affect the
coloured substances of costume and scenery,
especially the stage light primary colours of
red, blue and green.

Roswitha Speuce spent her childhood at Michael
Hall Woldoif School where arts and crafts were

H a m l e t : '
"This is I, [

H a m l e t t h e '
D a n e . "
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her favourite siibjeeix. After Art School in
Germany she worked in the costume departments
of The English National Opera and Royal
Shakespeare Company, as welt as a spell with a
West End Couturier. London. Marriage and
family brought her to Emerson College where she
has worked for over 30 years, teaching arts.

crafts and theatre design and costume. She now
leaches puppetry and form-drawing, also giving
workshops abroad: and is pre.sentiy engaged in
writing a hook on the present theme.

F O O T N O T E
I. Sliakcspcarc. The Tempest 4:1

The Winter's Tale:
(opposite top left)
H e r m i o n e :

"—my past life Hath
been as continent, as

chaste, as true
As I am now unhappy."

(opposite top right)
P e r d i t a :

"O lady fortune, stand
you auspicious."

Twelfth-Night
(opposite below left)
Maria—showing
mate r ia l used :
"Peace, you rogue, no
m o r e o ' t h a t . "

Much Ado About Nothing
(opposite below right)
Dogbeny
"O v i l la in ! Thou wi l t be
condemned i n to

everlasting redemption
for th is . "

Macbeth
(right) The Three Witches:
"Fair is foul and foul is

fa i r,
Hover through the fog
and filthy air."
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Goethe's Theoiy of Colour in
Relation to Child Development
by EDWARD FOX

Three years ago, I found myself to be one of the key speakers at the conference at Roseway Waldorf School
(in Natal), which led to their expansion into the High School. Roseway is a beautiful school which is
situated on a bluff, high in the coastal mountains above Durban, South Africa.

I attempted to give a picture of child development, using Goethe's Colour Theory so"̂  that their
prospective parents could carry a picture of the process of transition from childhood, through puberty and
adolescence as a preparation for adulthood.

When I lived in England, the most brilliant and vibrant rainbow I have ever seen occurred when I was
standing on the mud flats of the Thames Estuary, just outside Sittingboume, in Kent. The rays of strong
sunlight, early one afternoon, were shining onto sheets of swirling rain that were pouring out of a heavy
thundercloud that was advancing up the estuary. I stood in wondrous awe at the sight and beauty of the
rainbow, for. arcing in alternate colour ranges were six other rainbows, above and below it.

The powerful forces of creation and the closeness of the phenomena to the spiritual world represents,
for me, the golden age of childhood. I believe that our inner mood of soul has as its counterpart the beautiful
ranges of colour in the outer world. An example of this concept is found in our everyday speech—for
instance, when we use such sayings as T am feeling blue'. Out of all these colours in our outer world, the
rainbow is the least attached to the material world. Is not the innocence, beauty and purity of childhood
reflected in the translucent brightness of the rainbow? Is not the rainbow a direct message from God that
there will never be another flood and that out of all of us, children are nearestto this world, since they have
Just recently left it? Does not the transient nature of the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow, mirror in the
lightness of touch, on the ground, the running of a child at play?

Here, in South Africa, we have a new, young and vibrant nation; and Archbishop Desmond Tutu
recognised the symbol of the rainbow by calling this new nation of ours The Rainbow Nation.

From Class 7 to Class 9, the harmony of childhood transforms itself into the polarity of puberty and
adolescence and this polarity is also found in colour.

When the creative forces of darkness and the destructive forces of light are caused to merge by the action
of a prism, as shown in diagram 1 (see diagram above and on page 40 top left), then two sets of colour rays
are formed. When the top darkness is bent, by the action of the prism, into the light, then the light is
progressively dimmed from yellow to orange to red. Goethe recognised that these three colours are

different shades of Yellowness.
When the light, in the middle, is bent into the lower darkness, the darkness is progressively lit and the

colours of violet, indigo and blue are seen. Goethe also recognised that these three colours are but different
shades of Blueness.

Just as salt crystallises out of sea water, in a salt pan, so do the astral or soul forces emerge in puberty and
adolescence. The oneness of childhood diverges into maleness and femaleness and these can be better
understood by experiencing the polarity of Blueness and Yellowness.

The bright and sunny nature of the girl, that expresses itself in wild and flamboyant styles of dress and
hair is expressed by the colour yellow. The teacher or parent experiences the red when the girl is aggressive,
up front and attacking; she does this to experience the ego of the other and to test her boundaries and limits.

On the other hand, the boy is often quiet, moody and insecure. This loneliness and quietness is found in
the colour polarity of Blueness which has its extreme in the stubborn aggressiveness of violet.

I am sure that some of you readers know children that do not fall into the above picture, as I also do, but
if you investigate further, you will probably find that the natural cycles of development have been altered
by extreme experiences such as a divorce of the parents or a death in the family.

When the white area is made much narrower it causes the yellow and blue to merge, forming green (see

diagram above and on page 40 top right). Green is also an image of the meeting of the spiritual forces of
the sun and the earth which result in the varied greens of the plant kingdom.

The calm of greens which emerges after the storm of adolescence, is experienced, with relief, by all the
teachers in Class 10 and it is for this reason that the whole of the history of humanity, on this earth, as well
as the earth itself, forms the themes for Class lO's main-lessons.

I have also observed that there is a distinct change in the social fabric of a class. It is common, at this age,
for pupils to enter into intense social interactions and friendships and then suddenly and uncontrollably
express anger and jealousy when the friendships change. Is not this trend also expressed in the expression
'Green with Jealousy'?

The Yellowness and Blueness of Goethe's primary colour, can be reversed by viewing a white piece of
paper with a black band glued to it (see diagram below and on page 40 bottom right).If the dark band is

Continued on page 39
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Discovering Light through
D a r k n e s s
An indication for painting lessons in Class Eight

by GABRIELLE KUHNE

In leaching painting in the Lower School,
somewhere around the seventh class, there is an
unmistakable threshold that has to be crossed i f
one wishes to continue successfully until the end
of Class 8. At this critical lime, painting in the
class as a whole will almost certainly begin to tail
off or will if one does not succeed in integrating
the pupils' awakening soul forces into this
occupation with colour so that each one's
connection with the subject becomes more
actively personal. The following account
describes one attempt at crossing this threshold.

The direction I took with my class was
prompted by the advice of a painting therapist
who had had particular experience of working
with pupils in puberty. Being eagerto see how her
enlightened approach might work out, I wailed
patiently in Class 7 until there were clear signs
that the falling off of the pupils' former
connection with colour was setting in. So far, so
good: but what was 1 to do about it?

We launched into exercises in which the kind
of colour they had been used to applying was
darkened stronger and stronger towards what

might be described as a 'colour-laden' black.
Such an experience called for absolutely
new forces. For, where before one had
sought to preserve a certain purity and
transparency in the various colour tones,
now it was essential that the quality of light
be damped down, darkened, dulled... This
process stirred much interest: through each
pupil's respon.se one could see immediately
just where each one stood in their own
personal development—in particular, to
what extent the dialogue with the darkening
process was firmly embraced and explored
o r w h e t h e r t h e r e w a s h e s i t a n c e , e v e n

r e l u c t a n c e , t o d i v e i n t o t h e n e w

opportunities that the situation offered.
Much a t t r ac t i ve wo rk resu l t ed f r om one

particular exercise: a calm sunset mood was
first painted and then transformed by

The J4 year-olds' paintings on pages 30, 3 J
(hekm ) and 33 relate to descriptions in the
accompanying article

A basic colour exercise painted by a
class of twenty 6/7 year-olds (above).
The colour harmony (of yellow within
purple) is similar to that in the painting
below, but arrived at differently, the
yellow being surrounded by the
purple, and thereby made more
lustrous (the pure and transparent
(lualiiy of colour described in the
article), rather than being 'darkened'

orall-bui darkened—by it, and thus
consciously having to hold it.s own.
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darkening iiuo a picture al an impending siorm or
a ihundersumn with lightning. One could see all
tiie dillerent stages ol such a change of weather in
these paintings: at on one end of the range were
paintings in which a mood of great calm
prevailed, as when the storm is still impending: at
the other end of the range the storm had become
unleashed and was mounting in climax—and
there were many liner stages in between.

Such colour research exercises {as they might
be called) also brought with them the challenge to
experiment by crossing hitherto unquestioned
boundaries of the traditional Waldorf wet-on-wet
technique during the process. The desire to
increase exactness and bring aims more within
grasp intensified to such a degree that it became
necessary to lake a better quality paper, designed
for aquarelle and "dry" painting (i.e. not first
soaking the paper). The pupils' joy in the
increased differentiation in colour nuances grew,
deepening the experience and helping progress
along to such an extent that some pupils could
work completely independently on their pictures
throughout an entire painting lesson. In this
process it was possible for some pupils to
consciously destroy a certain level of colour
harmony and to further work on it so that
eventually a new harmony could be achieved.

One should acknowledge, of course, that what
was being achieved can not be seen entirely on its
own. For a significant pan of the background
were all the fruitful experiences and the
consistent application to painting in the lower
classes. The foundations of a good technique also
demanded good quality painting brushes and, as
already pointed out. the right kind of paper, so
that the instinctive feeling for a sensitive use of
the bristles, for what kind of brush strokes to

bring into play and for how to actually lay on the
colour (including the removal of surplus pigment
with the sponge) could be realised. Not only that:
one needs to bear in mind all the efforts that had

been made in Classes 4—6 to let form (the subject
matter of those paintings that were not 'abstract')
arise purely from the mood of the colours,
without which such development as here outlined
would not have been attainable. Interesting and
fascinating colour combinations, colour
harmonies and colour 'clashes'—also acquired

through the u.se of timed paper as a 'background'
to the painting—were a constant source of
st imulat ion for the ch i ldren.

In Class 8 we did water-colour painting from
Advent to Easier because of oiherclass activities.
When returning to the above-described methods
and basic elements, the opportunity was re
awakened for further exploration.

So we began with the following assignment:
the pupils were to paint lifihi shinin}^ in darkness.
A short discussion about the task in hand, the
gathering collectively of a few possible subjects
that would adequately express the 'motive',
followed by aquick charcoal sketch by each pupil
of the ideas that came to mind, provided a useful
point of departure. The paper was given a 'wash'
of yellow to provide a suitable background; the
prescribed colour to use against this was
Piaissian-blue or v iolet with a further colour lef t
to individual choice; finally, yellow was added
where features needed highlighting. In the way
each pupil earned out this task you could see that
the use of perspective and the incorporation of the
"laws' of shadows had become .second nature;
indeed, they seemed to revel in the play of light
and shade (see the two illustrations on pages 30
and 31 below, in which the basic exercise as here
described has been taken into individual subject
mattcrtogethcrwith corresponding colour nuances).
This piece of work stretched over many lessons.
It was very interesting for me to observe how the
pupils came into a rhytlimical process, alternating
between intensive concentration and a loosening,
a breathing out. Sometimes this rhythm would be
evident in the group as a whole (which was half
the class), sometimes simply with individuals.

The second exerci,se focused on the industrial
revo lu t ion. L ikewise here, we s tar ted o ff w i th a

charcoal sketch to ensure all the various elements
had been grasped, put into order and developed
into a composition. Cinnabar-red was the
background colour used this time, while the
colour chosen for the darkening process was
again Prussian-blue. After the first strong
darkening, a centre for the light and heat was
established, after which the task was to work so
t h a t a b a l a n c e w a s m a i n t a i n e d b e t w e e n t h e

polarities of light (warmth) and dark (see
examples on page 33 above).

r ^

The pupils were left free as far as the subject
matter of further paintings was concerned. I saw
these as subsidiary to those already completed in
which the essence of the new style I was seeking
to introduce had been accomplished. One
possibility was to copy pictures of Caspar David
Friedrich. oral any rate use motives from them. In
many of his pictures, it may be recalled, one finds
the principle of a dark foreground against a light
background. This exercise had the effect of
evoking much more resonant colour harmonies
within the pupils (the example on page 33 below
is one outcome).

Though relatively short spells, these colour
blocks were extremely interesting and inspiring.

f K

By taking up painting in this way it became clear
to me what could possibly develop, provided one
could hit upon the optimal moment with the
corresponding Tight' task and Tight' material.
These painting exercises are not to be tliought
of as imitative, but should inspire the teacher to
activate her own ideas so that those creative
forces, slumbering within each pupil, are
e v o k e d .

Gabrlele Kiiluie has been a cla.ss teacher in the

Oberlingen Waldorf School for twenty years. She
also travels frequently to Israel in the capacity of
an educational adviser to the growing Waldorf
movement there.
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Above: Through consciously using fine 'veils' of colour combined with colour perspective, and with
relatively little outer 'siibject'-matter, a ] 7year-old achieves an arresting effect.
Below left: Through the delicate use of colour, a 13 year-old gives expression to the tenderness of spring.
Below right: A 16 year-old explores the mood-creating and form-giving potential of blue.

/{hove: A 17 yea)-old's .seascape, in which the cential P)-us.sian blue, tending on either side slightly towardsnnd i))digo, conibines with the use of colour perspective, fine brush work and bold coinposition to give
an impre.Ksion ofimniense scale.

the eye-glazed masses thronging on the
Underground. So lei us urge our camels in ihe
direction of that oasis and enquire what Waldorf
colour might be about, not only in its classroom
journey from jam-jar to painting board, but also in
its implications for life. For if the soul is to impart
those of her spiritual experiences that will shed light
on the distraught thinking surrounding her today,
those that will bring meaning to life, hope for peace,
respect for the earth, or whatever it is that she holds
dear, then she will need a language in which to
communicate. Regarding which, she surely cannot
expect such inner experiences to arise in plain
Swahili or some remote Icelandic dialect wliich,
with the aid of a simple dictionary can be made
available for all 'who have ears to hear'. Moreover,
the effort needed to acquire that language may well
be more than a mere foregone conclusion. Colour
clearly has the potential to become a means of

communication. And school gives us, in the first
place sheerly through use. the opportunity of
learning how to 'speak' the language of colour.

The eruption of the 'glorious world of
Technicolor* during the second half of this
century—in the post-war cinema, in coloured
television, glossy magazines, affordable colour
photography, colour supplements in tabloid and
broadsheet alike, coloured photocopying etc.—
might suggest that Waldorf is mistaken, that the
spectrum it offers the growing human being was
long since superseded. That is: colour is already
'happening'. And of course plenty is happening.
B u t w h a t ? W h a t f o r c e s a r e a t w o r k ? W h a t
motivation is behind the eruption? What qualities in
the human soul are being appealed to? What colour
taste is being cultivated by the entertainment
indusuy, whether directly, or by default? And,
through it, how is culture being influenced?
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These colour illustrations relate to the text of the
article on pages 28-29,39 three of them being
the respective colours seen when the black and
while diagrams shown in the text are viewed
from the prism.

B O O K R E V I E W A R T I C L E
riic Hcarl oFIhi: Matter hy Olive Whiclwi: TcmpU- Ijidav sh
lO.tpp €7.95.

It is the task of modern science,., to strive... towards a
true understanding of the laws t)r living organisms in
Universe. Earth and Man... Progress in science will
come by seir-devciopmcnt—calling to life the higher
faculties that lie hidden within us,

In many divcr.se fields of human understanding, the modem
world isonlyjustbeginningtocaich upwithihcexiraordinarj-
insights of Rudolf .Sleiner—and modern science is no
exception. None other than Sir George Trevelyan said of
Rudolf Slcincr. in a lecttire delivered at the 1978 Mystics and
Scientists Conference; "Steiner was an outstanding scicmisi.
who from youth posse.ssed a complete natural clairvoyance.
In achieving 1 the] merging of scientific thinking with spiritual
knowledge, he stands as a prototype for our age" (1998: 3()0).

In recent years, the one-sided mechanistic materialism of
modem technocratic science has increasingly been
challenged from a number of quarters—academic and
philosophical, artistic and mystical. Steiner him.self stressed
liow the lethal combination of natural science and the machine
threatened humanity with terrible de.struction (p.70).
Thankfully, a mini stampede of enlightened bonks attempting
10 reconcile 'science' and 'spirit', together with the growth of
the Scientific and Medical Network, has increasingly
challenged materialist scicnlilic orthodoxy in recent years
(see references); and Olive Whichcr's T/icWt'«<v
is an important and richly diverse addition to this growing
literature, not to mention u beautifully appropriate book title!

The book offers a discursive introductory journey into a
radical new science of living forms and processes, deriving
from the pioneering work of Rudolf Steiner and his follower.
George Adams. Whicher met Adams in 1935. and devoted
herself to his scientific work and researches. In summary.
Whicher argues for a widened thinking to embrace .so-called
"etheric formative forces', if we are to grasp a full. holi.stic
understanding of the laws of living nature. Such forces are
said to draw matter upwards in an entirely opposite way to
those of gravity. The.se upward-drawing ethereal forces are all
related to the sun and the universe in general, and "they cannot
be fully understood by the type of thinking which only sees
and calculates the way substances sink down towards the
oraviialional centre..." (p.5). At each and every growing
point on a plant, for example, are "infinities within", which
form the foci for the drawing in of the etheric formative forces
from the periphery.

For Steiner. the causes of the changing .shapes of
developing fonns could not be understood in terms of
mechanical and gravitational forces. It was Rudolf Steiner
him.self who proposed a different kind of space from
Absolute, Euclidean .space—counter-spacc—for which
George Adtims discovered an e.xaci fonn of geometry which
is the polar opposite to Euclidean space. In her book. Whicher
draws upon Stciner's notion of the human capacity for 'living
mathematising'. which recognises the "latent realm of
malhematicsactiveinman"(Steiner).and which "affordfsj an
o-ssentlal bridge towards 'observing the invisible'" (p.77).
The project of a holistic. Stcincrian-Gocthcan approach to
science is to 'cultivate an art of thinking that reaches beyond
substance in the usual conception of space, and perceives the
laws of the spiritual life which permeate us..." (p.75). And it

is Whichcr's view that "the mode of thinking and imagining
provided by modem synthetic geometry... provide a mo.si
fruitful way of educating thinking towtirds an under.sianding
«>f the etheric forces" (p. IK)—for "Tliiiikiiii{ iiiiisl heawte ihv
vteur pailiMciy lowards the .\piriiualismM of science" (p.43.
heremphasist. For Whicher. it is only when our mathematical
thinking is suflicicnily developed such that we can see' the
invisible inncnnost points and the invisible plane at infinity,
that wc will be able to 'see' the invisible world t)l'ethereal
formative forces and to understand the negative .space which
yield the laws of living organisms (p..59).

Tlie biK)k has a number of delightful colour plates, is
copiously illustrated with diagrams and pictures, and has a
useful reference section. The Heart of the Mailer also has
great relevance to .Steiner education, providing as it does a
very readable and thought-provoking non-materialist
perspective on the 'science of life". Dare I suggc.st that these
kinds of approaches could very profitably be built into the
W a l d o r f s c i e n c e c u r r i c u l u m — f o r m a s s i v e s t r i d e s f t t r w a r d
could be made in .spiritual-.scientific understanding if young
minds were given the opportunity to 'feel' their way into such
adifferent world-view, within a Gncihean scientific approach,
before the cultural orthodoxy of materialism takes too .strong
a hold. 1 think Nick Thomas is right when he asks in the
Foreword. "Whtit. then, is matter? Wc do not really know!"
And there are echoes here of the viewpoint put forward by the
dualist academic philosopher Howard Robinson (1982). who
maintained that we as yet possess nothing approaching a
coherent concept of matter.

The Heart o/ihe Mailer, then, offers us very useful insights
into what a viable and coherent 'spiritual science" might look
like, to add to those perspectives emerging from other
traditions challenging die materialistic Welianschaiaiiifi. Yet
this is no time for complacency; for example, the mammoth
Annual Festival of Science (CTardiff University, 7-11 Sept.
1998), billed as focusing on 'controversial topics', contained
ab.solulcly nothing in its enormous programme that
recognised any kind of problem with scientific materialism.
And one only has to listen to the one-sided, materialism-
saturated pronouncements of influential scientists like
Professors Blakemore, Dawkins. Pinker and Wolpen to
realise just how far we still are from a truly holistic spiritual-
scientific paradigm shift. "We must cross [the bridge from
earth to sun] in science today. [This bridge] is indispensable to
education, to self-education and to the proper future
development of science." (Whicher. p.78)

Richard House is a leachcr-irainee an die London Waldorf
Teacher Training Seminar. By profession. Dr. House is a
Coiin.sellor n arking in Nonvich.
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B O O K R E V I E W S

Teaching Mathematics in Rudolf Steiner Schools
by R. Jannan Hawthorn Press sb £30.

Ron Jarman is widely known and appreciated for his
knowledge and inspirational teaching of mathematics in
Waldorf schools. For many years a large number of teachers
have treasured his pamphlet on curriculum indications for
mathematics, which was but a preliminary sketch to this long-
awaited book.

The book is reasonably set out and includes an introduction
about Mathematics and the Mystery Schools showing how an
intriguing relationship exists between mathematics and the
path to the spiritual world. The book shows how the world of
mathematics is a threshold world. An interesting holistic
picture has been drawn up to include the finite, the infinite, the
general and the particular.

The first chapter discusses the question: "What stimulates
a child?" and an explanation is given, centred on the pedagogy
of children from Classes 1 to 3. In a further chapter the heart
of childhood is ascribed to Classes 4 and 5, whilst brief
descriptions are given of the approach to puberty in Class 6
and puberty in Classes 7 and 8. These chapters tend to look at
the soul development of the child in relationship to the
curriculum, followed by examples appropriate to that age.

A rather cynical chapter follows on the value of statistics,
and there are many who would argue with judgments made
here. A summary of the mathematics curriculum is given towaixis
the end of the book, and the final chapters look forward to the
Upper School curriculum and beyond. A brief survey of a
curriculum in astronomy in the Lower School is also included.

There is a tendency that books such as this can become
prescriptive, with teachers feeling that they have to adhere to
what is written. I am sure that this is not what Mr. Jarman
would wish, and I am struck by his flexibility and his outward
approach that comes refreshingly across in his writing.

There is no doubt that this a valuable resource book.
However, the language is rather archaic, as are some of the
mathematical terms. (Cancellation is a word used to be used
with British Rail—not fractions.) The language is also very

'familiar' at times and not always appropriate for a book on
mathematics. Many of the diagrams are of poor quality. I am
not convinced that non-mathematical class teachers would

always be able to follow the explanations of certain processes
given. The cover note claims are very bold and 1 feel
misleading. Such drawbacks might render the book less
accessible to non-Waldorf teachers.

Some teachers may find this book daunting, but Mr. Jarman
readily agrees that not all classes might be ready for all of the
work he suggests for a particular year. Please note tliat this
does not mean that all work should not eventually be covered.
This does, however, put all of us who have argued about when
certain topics should be introduced, firmly in our place. There
is not an extensive amount of examples given but teachers
should develop their own questions similar to the type given.

V i v i e n F r o s t

Education for Special Needs by Rudolf Steiner.
Rudolf Steiner Press sb 232pp. £13.95.

It is five years since the previous edition of this course of
lectures was published. One could hope that that is a good sign
that they are making their mark. This edition retains as subtitle
the familiar 'The Curative Education Course' but in the title
itself the editors have opted for the more widely used term
'Special Needs', arguably closer to Steiner's own
recommended term of Seelenpflegebediiiftig. Reproductions
of the original blackboard drawings and an index are an
additional aid to the reader who is intent upon serious research
into this (or any other) branch of education.

The lectures are full of gems, some of them needing a lot of
hard polishing before the beauty of their wisdom is revealed.
There are several themes that started to surface as soon as
Steiner first entered the arena of education in the first decade
of the century: suitable toys for children, the use of remedial
stories, the enormous value of clear speech, the differentiation
between left and right, the need for humour and others.

There are also statements that serve to make one hear the

cracking of some of the thin ice we occasionally find ourselves
skating on. For the practitioner (p.72): "We must never take
refuge in the thought that, owing to the patient's karma, things
are bound to take their course in such and such a way." For the
tutor bent on assessment in teacher education (p.82): "Those
who take teachers' training courses... ought never on any
account have to go in for an examination."

One of the most inspiring (yet at the same time one of the
most challenging) threads of Steiner's thought is that of how
intense observation of each individual person needing care is
virtually the only way that can lead to the exact tlierapy
needed. It would not be fair, of course, to transpose this
thought too directly to the Waldorf classroom. Yet it is a
warning light to those whose initiatives, however well-meaning,
tend to force the Waldorf curriculum into an ever narrower

prescriptive gully. As if to underline this, in emphasising that,
for the curative educationist, a basis of Waldorf is essential

(seepages 111/2,132,167and 172), Steiner makes it clear that
it is the Waldorf method he is referring to.

Approximately the second half of the course is given over
to the discussion of the needs of specific 'children' who were
currently in care in anthroposophical homes. Here Steiner is a
model for the presenting of case histories, which he follows by
extraordinary penetration into the significance of the
symptoms, a penetration, he is at pains to make clear, not by
any means necessarily dependent on clairvoyance. "What we
see externally we can verily create inwardly, if only we
achieve that overcoming which is essential to a life of

meditation. But we shall never achieve it so long as any
vestige of vanity is allowed to remain..." (p. 179)

B . M .

From Elephants to Einstein by Rudolf Steiner, translated
by A. R. Meuss, Rudolf Steiner Press sb I91pp£l0.95.

Though the basic educational lecture courses that Steiner
gave have beeome the main diet of Waldorf teachers, the
reading of a collection of 'Questions and Answers' such as
this—as indicated by the sub-title—may be just the after
dinner cup of black coffee (laced with humour, the vernacular,
amazing insight, spontaneity and a remarkably wide-ranging
selection of examples) that is sought as an aid to digestion.

In the sessions here recorded, Steiner was answering
questions put to him by men who were at work on the second
of his two architectural masterpieces in Domach,
Switzerland. The talks are a shining example of continuing
education in the working day, put into practice by the
prophetically- and socially-minded Steiner in the 1920s.

The volume contains about one eighth of Steiner's total
output in this genre. Essentially, it comprises four main
themes for the teacher:
1. It shows how Steiner attuned what he had to say to his
audience. Already teachers are fortunate in being able to compare
the style of the Konferenzen (the joint meetings held with
Steiner and the first Waldorf teachers) with the style of other
educational lectures. In these talks they can see how he drove his
points home through subtle repetition, vivacity of presentation
and a particularly happy mixture of 'ideas' and anecdotes.
2. It contains a plethora of topics related to 'the' curriculum.
Red Riding-Hood, salmon, Moses, bird-migration, ancient
customs, folk costume, excretion and nutrition, the human
eye. Renaissance art, embryology. Medieval medicine and the
Theory of Relativity are twelve that immediately spring to
mind. Another reader may well light on a completely
different set.
3. It demonstrates in an exemplary way how Steiner relates
nearly everything he says to the human being, something he
encourages the Waldorf teachers to do. Examples are: the death
of elephants, rancid butter, the halibut, cow dung, the vine,
willow bark, salt water... This is not to mention topics relating
directly to the human being such as left-handedness, brain
tumours, albinism, cannibals, dreams, the skeleton, the colour
of the iris, the Order of the Garter, antidotes for poison...
4. In speaking to the workmen, though Steiner is a model of
delicacy in excepting 'present company', he frequently
dwells on questions of addiction (hashish and alcohol) and
eating disorders—only slightly on the latter.

For Waldorf education to step into the third millennium it
will need all the insight it can acquire and all the skill of its own
praxis it can lay its hands on if it is going to address the
problems that beset all four members of the human being in
the present age. In these circumstances, this volume has much
to offer—all in 191 pages!

B O O K S I N G E R M A N
Szenen und Spiele fiir den Unterricht by Martin Tittman,
Padagogische Forschungsstelle beim Bimd der Freien
Waldoifschulen hb 269pp.

Martin Tittman has many delightful and inspiring ideas for
class plays in this book. There is a good spread of themes
applicable to the seasons and festivals. He includes Christmas

plays for children in the Lower School forCla.s.ses 2 to 6, plays
for some main-lesson topics and festivals for Cla.s.se.s 1 to 7,
Class 8 leaving plays, plays for the Upper School or Youth
Groups and, finally, fairy tales told through eurythmy. In the
table of contents the plays are labelled according to the
appropriate class, which makes the book simpler to use. And
.simplicity of use is always so important for busy teachers!

He uses much action and this will grip the children,
especially the boys. Each play has many roles to involve all
boys and girls, even in the bigger classes. The author's stage
directions are useful, without swamping, and include
necessary props. The familiar use of rhyming couplets will
give the young children much pleasure through the sound of
language. Whereas the plays for younger children are in
verse—in quatrains and rhyming couplets—the later plays
are far more in the rhythms of normal speech, although like
much German drama, there is a clarity or formality without
the colloquial dialect that many playwrights would employ in
English.

As the book was wri t ten in German for chi ldren with
German as their mother tongue, most of the plays are too long
and the language is too rich for German teachers in England to
use straight out of the book. This said, one of the most
successful plays is a very short and sweet play about numbers.
It highlights the ideas of units, tens and hundreds very well.
Proud 3, who believes he is bigger and more important than all
the rest, is put in his place! The Child proves that the 3 is not
necessarily the biggest number when he puts the 2 in front of
the 3 and then the 1 in front of both.

Drama is an important part of art—the 'life' that we find in
the centre of teaching at a Waldorf school—and this book
assists in the art of Waldorf teaching.

Linda and Chris McGaughey

Der Rote Gockel by Gabriele Bdttcher, b&w illus. by
Michael Borstel, Padagogische Forschungstelle Abt. Kassel
1 2 0 S . D M 3 9 .

This large red Primer is a splendid tool for any teacher of
German. It is full of surprises and a joy to use. Some words
form a spiral, a snake or circle; sometimes letters are missing
and have to be added by a pupil, or rhymes must be completed.
The drawings are there to identify vocabulary and the
typescript varies from capital letters to handwriting, from
very large to smaller type, and it is this flexibility which
encourages creativity. Blank pages for exercises give special
tasks to write or draw pictures on a given theme and a Jahres
Uhr can be cut out, mounted and turned from month to month.
In short: active reading is encouraged, and the choice of
poems, riddles and prose suits every one of the four different
temperaments.

A great deal of thought has gone into the method underlying
this Reader: four pages are devoted to practising ie and ei,
such a stumbling block for pupils; others teach the umlaut and
tongue twisters with difficult consonants, like sch, st, ch, qu
and z, to promote good pronunciation. The material is
invaluable for oral work and will prepare pupils for the first
reading book proper. There is a lot of humour and yet the
stories by Tolstoy are thought-provoking and can lead to
conversation that even older pupils will benefit from. Indeed,
I used the book for fifth-year students with success.

The strong cover and sturdy make-up warrants the high
cost. I am sure parents will gladly assist in buying copies for
teachers and for their own children because it is useful in school
and at home, helping the whole family to learn German.

Sibylle Alexander
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World List of Rudolf Steiner
Waldor f Schoo l Assoc ia t ions

The full iisi of schools. Kindergartens and training
c o u r s e s i s a v a i l a b l e f r o m e a c h A s s o c i a t i o n ,

containing addresses and other information for
communication, such as phone, fax and e-mail
w h e r e a v a i l a b l e . S i e i n e r E c l u c a i i o n w o u l d b e

grateful to know of any changes to the addresses
appearing below so that such changes can be
incorporated into future issues, in which case,
please inform the Secretary. We would also be
grateful to know of the founding of new
Associations. The Secretary's address is on the
Inside Front Cover. Currently, there are more than
720 schools and 1200 Kindergartens worldwide.

Information in countries not listed below may be
obtained direct from the Pedagogical Section of the
School of Spiritual Science, Goetheanum,CH-4l43
Dornach. Switzerland. Countries at present listed as
having Waldorf schools but no Association are;
Argentina. Brazil, Chile. Colombia. Croatia. Czech
Republic. Ecuador. Egypt. Hungary, Israel. Japan,
Kenya. Liechtenstein. Mexico, Peru. Poland,
Portugal. Russia. Spain, Uruguay.

A U S T R A L I A A s s o c i a t i o n o f R u d o l f S t e i n e r

Schools in Australia. 213 Wonga Road.
Warranwood. Victor ia. Austral ia. 3134.
AUSTRIA Osterreichische Vereinigung freicr
Bildungsstiitten auf anthroposophischerGrundlage.
Endresstrasse 100. A-1230 Wien.
BELGIUM Federat ie van Rudolf Stcinerscholcn in
Vlaanderen, Kasieellaan 54. B-9000 Gent.
C A N A D A A s s o c i a t i o n o f W a l d o r f S c h o o l s o f
North America, c/o David Alsop, 3911 Bannister
Road. Fair Oaks, CA 95628. USA.
ONTARIO Waldorf School Associat ion of Ontar io.
9100 Balhurst Street. Thomhill. Ontario L4J 8CF.
Canada.
DENMARK Sammenslainingen af Rudolf Steiner
Skoleri Danmark. Strandvejen 102.DK-8000î hus.
ESTONIA Eesii Waldorfkoolide Uhendus. 14
KoidulaTanav. EE2100. Rakvere, Estonia.

FINLAND Steineipedagogiikan seura ry-
Fdrcningcn for Steinerpcdagogik rf, c/o Lea
Blatield, Jyvaskyliin Rudolf Steincr-koulu.
Honkaharjuniic 6. FIN 40600 Jyvaskyla
FRANCE Federation des Ecole.s Rudolf Steiner en
France. 11 rue de Villaines. F-91370 Vcirieres-le-
B u i . s s o n .

GERMANY Bund der Freien Waldorfschulcn e.V.,
D-70184 Stuttgart. HeidehofstraPc 32.
IRELAND I r i sh S te iner Waldor f Educat ion
Association, Raheen Rd.,Tuamgraney. Co. Clare.
ITALY Associaz ione Amic i Scuola. v iaCler ic i 12.
1-22030 Camnage Volta(COMO},
LATV IA Le i i i she Assoz i a t i on fi i r Wa ldo r f -
padagogik. Pinna iela 26a. Rigarajons. LV 2164.
LUXEMBOURG Verain fir Waldorfpiidagogik
Letzebuerg. 45 Rue de TAvcnir, L 1147
Luxembourg.
NETHERLANDS Bond van Vrije Scholen.
Hoofdslraat 14B. NL-3972 LA Driebergen.
NEW ZEALAND Federation of Rudolf Steiner
School. PO Box 888, Hastings. Hawke's Bay.
NORWAY Steinerskolene i Norge, Prof. Dahlsgl.
3 0 , N - 0 2 6 0 0 s l o .
ROMANIA Federatia Waldorf din Romania.
Bd.Marasti nr.59.sector l,RO-71331 Bucuresti.
SLOVENIA Drustvo prijateljev. waldorfike sole.
Rodiceva 2.61000 Ljubljana. Slovenia.
SOUTH AFRICA Southern African Federation of
Waldorf Schools. PO Box 67587, Bryanston.
Transvaal. 2021 Johannesburg.
SWEDEN Waldorfskolefcderationen. Fridhemsgatu
17. S-12240 Stockholm. Sweden.
S W I T Z E R L A N D K o o r d i n a l i o n s s t e l l c d e r R u d o l f
Sieiner Schulen in der Schweiz, Robert Thomas.
Carmenslrasse 49. CH-8032 ZUrich.
U N I T E D K I N G D O M S t e i n e r S c h o o l s

Fellowship. Kidbrooke Park. Forest Row, East
Sussex RH18 5JA, GB.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA Association of
WaldorfSchoolsofNonhAmerica, Chairman. 3911
Bannister Road. Fair Oaks. CA 95628.

Sunbridge Colle|E
A CENTER THE ARTS 6 At?ULT EDUCATION

WALDORF TEACHER EDUCATION
ANTHRdftOSOPHY AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

■BIODYIjAMICCARDENINC■ HICAtecQUNSELlNC
■pflOCR

CO NC
W O R K S H O P S -

C O N F E R E N C E S

285 HUNGRY HOLLOW RQAD, GHESTNUT RIDGE, NY10977 USA
PHONE/FAX C§t14) 425-0055 / 425-1413

tbbia^
Schoo/ of E a s t G r i n . s t e a d

R H 1 9 4 L Z

Te l / F a x 0 1 3 4 2 - 3 1 3 6 5 5

Art therapy a,ssc.ssment weeks
from March 21-31 1999 for applicants who have
completed an anlhropo.sophica! artLstic foundation
course, or have comparable skills.
Art therapy counses
Part time in summer and easier modules from 1999
Full lime course Sept 1999 until Dec 2000.

Next two-yetu" part time foundation course
starts September 1999.
Summer Courses July I2-24th 1999
lYavelling workshops and week-ends 98/99
Plea.se send S AE or call us for further information.

KuIg ITIgKug

LUflLDORF nOULT EDUCRTlOn
PfGpotalDfij ̂ ludio> in flnthropojophtj and UJaldotf £ducahon

[Of the Hawaiian filondj and Ifio pacific Region

Honolulu LUaldoit School
150 Uluo 5IidoI. HOTOIUIU. HI. 96821

(808) J77-5471 • FOH 1808) J7L204Q
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F o u n d a t i o n Y e a r

Anthroposophical Studies
and the Arts

W a l d o r f T e a c h e r
E d u c a t i o n

Preparation for Kindergarten,
Grades, and High School Teaching

B.A. and M.A. Option

A r t s P r o g r a m a n d
G o e t h e a n S t u d i e s

P r o g r a m

Eurythmy
O v i s i b l e s p e e c h
1 ' v i s i b l e m u s i c

" language in movement

reaching beyond self expression
changing the way we hear, see

and understand music, poetry
c o l o u r a n d o u r i n n e r m o s t s e l f

Eurythmy School, Peredur Centre for the Arts
a four year training in eurythmy as a foundation

for working as a performing artist, therapist or teacher
The diploma issued by (he school is recognised by the Section for the Arts

of Eurythmy. Speech and Music at the Goetheanum. Switzerland

Eurythmy School, Peredur Centre for the Arts,
Dunnings Road, East Grinstead, Sussex RHI9 4NF

tel: 01342 312527 fax; 01342 323401

S a n F r a n q s c o

E x t e n s i o n P r o g r a m
in Waldorf Teacher Education

Summer Workshops
for Teachers and Parents

9 2 0 0 F a i r O a k s B o u l e v a r d
F a i r O a k s . C a l i f o r n i a 9 5 6 2 8

(Nea r Sac ramen to )
( 9 1 6 ) 9 6 1 - 8 7 2 7

FAX (916) 961-8731

Hibwnla
An integrated training

in artistic therapy -
paintings drawing, clay modelling,

studies and special projects.
Based on Anthroposophy, the main tuition
is from practising therapists and doctors.

Four years full-time. Extended part-time.
One or two year sabbatical.

HltTwnla School of flrflsfic Therapy
Hawkwood College, Palnswick Old Road, Stroud

Gloucestershire CL6 7QW, England
Te l . 0 1 4 5 3 7 5 1 6 8 5

Member of (he European Acaiiemy of Anthropowphical An Therapy Trainingi
In cooperation with the Medical Section of the Goetheanum. Doinach. Switzerland

SCIENCE TEACHER
0 J t r a i n i n g C O U R S E

for Steiner Waldorf Schools
m/i. This one year full-time course, begun in 1986, is built around the question: "How do
(/mM we meet today's adolescents with a meaningful science curriculum based on spiritual

science?

m The course runs from early September to late June but those applying from the Southern
^ Hemisphere could, If necessary, follow the first term with teaching practice andf supplementary work In their home countries. The course includes:

• Curriculum study of Upper/High School science subjects
• Observation of classes and teaching practice in U.K. schools
• Rudolf Steiner's Scientific-Lecture courses • Goethean Methology
• Study of adolescence • Teaching skills (preparation, discipline etc.)
• Weekly Painting, Eurythmy, Modelling and Speech

If you have a real wish to teach science in a Steiner Waldorf Upper (High) School, then please
write to Graham Kennish, Science Teacher Training Course for further details.

WynstonesSchool Whaddon Gloucester GL4 OUF United Kingdom Tel: (01452) 522475 Fax: 525667

ADVERTISING RATES

Quarter page £70 ($115)
Half page £115 ($185)

Whole page £230 ($345)

Inside back cover in colour
£285 .($480)

Inside back cover
£250 ($400)

Back cover in colour
£415 ($690)

Please contact the advertising manager on
Tel: 01342 4564 (evenings)

Tel/Fax: 01342 313655 (daytime)

Rudolf Steiner
Education

A Three-Year Weekend
Program in

Foundation Studies &
Waldorf Teacher Development

Work While You Learn in Chicago —
A World Culture Center

Three Waldorf Schools in Chicago
Two Waldorf Schools in Milwaukee

For information:
P.O. Box 607116,

Chicago, IL 60660-7116 USA
Phone: 773/761-3026

Fax: 773/465-6648
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ViWaldor
high schQDl
^StEachEr

¥
Td (603) 654-2566
Fax (603) 654 - 6588
e-mail: walJorJhislL'i}@jlc.iH'!

Waldorf High School
Teacher Education

Starting in July 1999, a sequence of
3 summer intensives, plus 2 years of
independent study, research, and internship
leading to a high school teaching certificate
i n

• Sciences • Mathematics
• Humanities • Foreign Languages

For information, contact:
Dr. Douglas Gerwin
Center for Anthroposophy
Box 545, Wilton, New Hampsliire 03086

F\ Training within th<?
Camphill /V\oucmcnt

Applications now being taken
for August 1998

We offer the opportunity to complement
the study of the healing art of Eurythmy
with practical experience in the curative

and therapeutic work of two distinct
Camphill Communities.

Enquiries to: Ringwood-Botton Eurythmy School,
Shelling Community, AsWey, Ringwood,

Hampshire BH24 2EB England.
Te l : ( 0 1 4 2 5 ) 4 7 0 4 5 8 I 4 7 3 4 7 9 / 4 7 7 4 S 8

F a x : ( 0 1 4 2 5 ) 4 7 9 5 3 6

Centre far Anthropasaphica!
A d u l t E d u c a t i u n

PO Box 8103, Havclock North, New Zealand
Te l ; + 6 4 - 6 - 8 7 7 7 1 7 4 F a x ; 8 7 7 7 0 1 4

e-mai l ; ta runa(a) ramhb.co.nz
World wide web; http;//www.taruna.gen.nz

Dip loma i n Rudo l f S te ine r Wa ldo r f Educa t i on
(Education Year and Practical Year)

Diploma in Rudolf Steiner Early Childhood
E d u c a t i o n

D i p l o m a i n B i o d y n a m l c H o r t i c u l t u r e a n d
A g r i c u l t u r e

Diploma in Artietic Therapy
Please enquire for further information.

r i * r I I ■S l ? i r \ ' 3 r W a l 'Steiner Schools Fellowship Publications
I T o w a r d s
I Crcativ/o Ttzarhing

0.

Language Teach ing in
S t e i n e r Wa l d o r f S c h o o l s
Johannes Kiersdi and Norman Skilien
This book provides a thorough
introducl ion to Steiner 's ideas on

language and the teaching of
modern languages. It should be
helpful not only to language teachers
but to anyone interested in the ideas
underlying Steiner Waldorf Education.

Price £8

Towards Creative Teaching
edited by Martyn Rawson with Brien Masters
This wt)ik arises oul of a research project
initiated three years ago to review the
development of the Waldorf Curriculum, ll
offeis practical advice on the class teacher
cuiricLiium tor classes 1 -8; an overview of all other
subjects: guidance on the rrde of the class teacher
and woiking with parents. This bcjok is a milestone
along the path of developing Steiner Waldorf
education in the modern context.

Pr i ce £10

Republican
A c a d e m i e s

l i i M l S u i i i f i i H i ■ l u . l ,
Ml4 HU rllwuiii'tt 111 Wir hit- Vj .'I'tt.v'f >•; ;r.i.*iiT.

. M , M , , v ; |

Republican Academies
Francis Gladstone

Rudolf Steiner on self management,
experiential study and self education
in the life of a college of teachers

Pr i ce £3 .50

PA I DEI A
A research journal for Waldorf
education - 3 times a year.
Serious articles and papers on a
wide range of educational issues -
dialogue, didactic discourse and

idissent.

£7 for a year's subscription

4 8
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Telephone (01342) 822115 Fax (01342) 826004 http;//www.compulink.co.uk/-waldorf



P a r k A t t w o o d C l i n i c

Park Attwood is dedicated to working
with anthroposophical medicine.
Whilst recognising that not ail illness is
curable, one of the main aims of
anthroposophical medicine is to
stimulate natural healing processes. It
has developed from Rudolf Steiner's
pioneering work with DrltaWegman,
exploring how man's spiritual nature
relates to the health and function of the

physical body. The main function of the
clinic is to give medically-directed
therapy aimed at helping patients
return to independent life.'
Anthroposophical medicines are
prescribed,in conjunction with
conventional medication when needed,
to treata widerangeofillnesses*
including cardio-vascular diseases,life
crisis and associated medical
complaints. Patients also come to Park
Attwood for convalescence and
rehabilitation.

The therapeutic team at Park Attwood
is multi-disciplinary one, consisting of
quabfied physicians registered with the
GMC, state registered nurses and
therapists qualified in their own
professional fields.

*The Cancer Act 1939 prohibits the release of
information on the treatment of certain
diseases to the general public.

Park Attwood is set in 7 acres ofmature, landscaped gardens,
overlooking spectacularly beautiful countryside.

- . J . . . . J .

Massage & Hydrotherapy.
For allpatients as part cfa weekly timetable.

Art Therapies.
Includmgsailpture,pamtingor drawing.

Eurythmy.
Movement therapy derivedfrom the element of
speech and music.

Social & Cultural Activities.
Gardening archery, spatial dynamics,poetry
and music.

Outpatients services.
Consiiltations with doctors and therapists.

'̂ Patient Plan*'subscription
scheme.
Please contact usfor further information.

Please contact the Admissions Administrator to

anange a visit in order to experience firsthand
Park Attwood.

ParkAttwood Clinic Trimpley,Bewdley,Worcs.DYi2 IRE
Tel:01299861444 Fax:01299861375 CharityNo.23820R


